
Instructions for GEERlings 
 

Flynn needs your help! She is spelunking (exploring caves) in France 

with her friend, Monkey, and has encountered a problem.  She’s 

reached the end of the cave but is now stuck on the top of a large 

cliff.  How will she get down?  There is a tiny beach below the 

cliff that she needs to reach without hitting the cliff and 

without going into the rough ocean.  Can you help her? 

 

Your Challenge 

Design a way for Flynn to safely get from the top of the cliff to the 

narrow beach without hitting the cliff or going into the ocean.  A pa-

perclip will represent Flynn and must be attached to your solution.  

You’ll know your solution will work if the paper clip lands on the beach.  

Remember, you can only use the materials that you have!  Let’s see 

what’s in Flynn’s Fun Pack! 

Inside Flynn’s Fun Pack, you have items that represent 

things that Flynn either has around her from the      

environment or things she always carries with her.  

These will be the only items you can use to solve the 

problem.  Here’s what you’ve got to work with: 

Material:     What it Represents: 

Piece of Paper                   —>     Map of the caves 

Tape           —>     Band aids for Flynn’s blisters 

Pipe cleaners         —>     Climbing cords 

Paperclips           —>     Carabineers 

 

 

If you’re not 

sure what these 

things are, ASK 

your teacher! 

Hello GEERlings!  I’m so excited that you’re willing to 

help me.  Let’s get to work!  



Engineer It! 
 

Flynn’s engineering intuition tells her that a helicopter could 

help her float down to the beach without hitting the side of the cliff 

or landing in the water.   A helicopter can travel vertically, or up and 

down, without having to travel very far horizontally, or side to side, so 

she can float down to the beach gently.   

The helicopters you see in the sky are tricky machines with lots of 

moving parts.  To understand how they work, you have to understand 

that air can push things.  Have you ever stood in front of a fan and 

your hair blew backwards?  That’s because air was pushing on it.  On a 

helicopter, the air pushes upward on the blades, or the parts that are 

flat and spin on the top of the helicopter.  As the air begins to push up 

on the blade, the blade slants and some of the air’s force, or push, 

turns into a sideways push instead of just an upward force.  When the 

air starts pushing sideways on two or more blades, the helicopter will 

begin to spin!  So it all comes down to the power of air, and how we 

engineers harness, or use that power to make our world a better place! 

Rebuild and Refine 

 See if you can use this new       information 

to help you build a helicopter that can help 

Flynn land safely on the beach.  Your model 

will be successful if it lands in the area marked “beach” 

and can carry Flynn (the paper clip) to the ground safely.  

When you’re ready to test your model, stand on the top of 

the stool and aim for the beach! 

 

 

Come on, 

GEERlings!  

Let’s learn 

how to FLY!   


